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a b s t r a c t

Gravitational wave detection from binary black hole (BBH) inspirals has become routine thanks to
the LIGO/Virgo interferometers. The nature of these black holes remains uncertain. We study here
the spin distributions of LIGO/Virgo black holes from the first catalog GWTC-1 and the first four
published BBH events from run O3. We compute the Bayes evidence for several independent priors:
flat, isotropic, spin-aligned and anti-aligned. We find strong evidence for low spins in all of the cases,
and significant evidence for small isotropic spins versus any other distribution. When considered as a
homogeneous population of black holes, these results give support to the idea that LIGO/Virgo black
holes are primordial.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The regular detection with laser interferometers [1–5] of grav-
tational wave (GW) events from BBH mergers has opened a new
indow into the universe, and in particular to the exploration of
he nature of black holes.

Before the first BBH detections by LIGO, stellar black holes
ith masses in the range 5–15 M⊙ had been detected as compo-
ents of X-ray binaries, only a few intermediate mass black holes
IMBH) were known with masses above 100M⊙, while supermas-
ive black holes (SMBH) were known to exist at the centers of all
alaxies. The origin of black holes in such a large range of masses
emains a mystery, and one fascinating possibility is that part
f these black holes are primordial in origin [6,7]. In fact, soon
fter the first detection of black hole mergers by LIGO [8], there
ere claims of their primordial nature [9–11]. Since then, the best
cenario consistent with all observational constraints so far [12] is
hat of spatially clustered and broad-mass distributed primordial
lack holes [7,13].
As the number of binary black hole merger events detected

ith GW interferometers increases, a new population of black
oles is emerging with unexpected properties in terms of their
asses and spins. These properties significantly differ from pre-
ious black holes detected through X-rays, via stellar dynamics
round SMBH at the center of galaxies, or via gravitational lensing
ffects for IMBH. When the range of masses and distances accessi-
le by the GW interferometers improved, events like GW190425
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and GW190521 appeared with BH masses in the lower and up-
per mass gaps, challenging existing astrophysical BH formation
models. Moreover, events with small mass ratios q ≪ 1, like
GW190814, are also difficult to generate in stellar binary forma-
tion models, due to the expected mass transfer among the binary
components, see however [14].

One of the most striking features of this new population of
black holes detected in GW events is that they all seem to have
a small spin. Although the individual spin of each of the black
holes in the binary is poorly constrained,1 a derived quantity
called the effective spin, χeff, can be well inferred from the GW
waveform. The O1+O2 events [1] plus the four run O3 published
events [2–5] show that, in almost all the BBHs mergers events,
the inferred χeff posteriors cluster around zero and are narrowly
peaked. This single observation already constrains some BBH
formation models, because even if it is possible to generate a
single merger event with very small χeff in almost all physical
cenarios of BBH formation, the fact that the whole population of
BH mergers have very small χeff cannot be explained by models
nvolving high aligned spins of the two BH’s in the binary.

Even before the first BBH merger detections, the effective spin
ad already been considered an optimal variable to discriminate
mong formation channels. By simulating populations of BBH
ergers with different intrinsic spin values and spin alignments,

he authors in [15,16] showed that the effective spin could be
elevant to distinguish the astrophysical environment in which
hese binary systems formed, since binaries evolved by dynam-
cal interactions were expected to have their spins isotropically

1 It is worth pointing out, however, that the best determined spin for a single
lack hole is that of the massive companion of GW190814, with S1 < 0.07 at
0% c.l., thanks to its particularly low mass ratio m /m = 0.11.
2 1
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riented, while those coming from the evolution of an isolated
inary star system were more likely to have their spins highly
ligned (see however [17] for updates on these models).
The magnitude of the intrinsic spin of each black hole in the

inary, though much poorly constrained from the data than the
ffective spin, is important to determine how these black holes
ere formed, and in particular to distinguish a possible stellar
ersus primordial origin. Stellar black holes are expected to have
onzero spin, due to conservation of angular momentum. On the
ontrary, since the size of their Schwarzschild radius is essentially
dentical to the size of the causal horizon at the moment of their
ormation, primordial black holes are all expected to have zero
r very near zero spin at formation [18], although subsequent
ccretion could enhance it slightly [19].
On the other hand, it has been argued that the more massive

IGO/Virgo BH could originate from previous mergers [20,21].
owever, it is known that the spin distribution of second genera-
ion black holes is peaked very far from zero, near S ∼ 0.686 [22],
and this is in disagreement with the fact that most of the massive
BH in LIGO/Virgo seem to have very low spin. In a careful analysis,
Ref. [23] showed that GWTC-1 BBH catalog is consistent with
having no hierarchical mergers.

When the first detections of the O1 run became available,
Farr et al. [24,25] analyzed the discriminating power of the χeff
distribution with the first four GW LIGO/Virgo events, assuming
equal masses (q = m2/m1 = 1) for all events and approximating
the posterior χeff distributions by Gaussians. They compared the
odds ratios for several models of spin (modulus and orientations)
of the underlying BH population, finding a preference for either
a population with an isotropic spin distribution or with low
intrinsic spin values of the merging black holes. A more realistic
analysis of the first six LIGO/Virgo mergers was made in [26],
including Bayesian methods and taking into account the q − χeff
correlations, reaching the general conclusion that highly spinning
black holes were disfavored against low spins, see also [27].

With the publication of the GWTC-1 catalog, the LIGO/Virgo
collaboration (LVC) made a population analysis of the mass, red-
shift and spin properties of the ten BBH mergers detected in
O1+O2 runs [28].2 Under different assumptions for the param-
eters of the population models, they observed a common trend
of the inferred distribution for the BH spins to decrease with
increasing spin magnitude, but were not able to place strong
constraints on spin orientations, concluding that black hole spin
measurements were not informative enough at that moment to
discern between isotropic and aligned orientation distribution via
χeff.

In this work, we improve such discriminating power by incor-
porating the projection along the total angular momentum of the
spin of the final BH formed after the merger af as another variable
of the BBH merger population analysis. The effective spin and the
final spin can be measured independently, since χeff is inferred
from the inspiral part of the waveform while af can be determined
also from the ringdown part. We follow a multivariate approach
keeping all correlations among the variables (q, χeff, af) of each
event, and show that this significantly improves the Bayesian
evidence for an underlying population of black hole components
with small spin magnitude and isotropic orientation.

There are still many uncertainties on the full spin (magni-
tude and orientation) distribution of the different BBH formation
channels, since the computational models used to predict these
properties depend on many assumptions about poorly under-
stood environmental conditions related to the formation and

2 A hierarchical Bayesian analysis of spin distributions was also performed
n [29]. Another Bayesian analysis, studying mass distributions and merger rates
ut not spins, was done in [30].
2

evolution of the binaries. There are also many unknown aspects
related to the mass, spatial distribution and dynamics of BBH
of primordial origin. For this reason, instead of considering an
specific astrophysical or primordial model for the mass and spin
distributions, we have chosen general hypothesis on the underly-
ing distributions of black hole spin magnitudes and orientations
and compare the different hypothesis in a full Bayesian analysis.

In Section 1, we describe the spin variables and parameters
that will be considered in our analysis of the BBH population.
In Section 2, we describe the method employed in calculating
the Bayesian evidence from the published parameter estimation
samples, and define the population hypotheses together with
their priors for the parameters considered in our analysis. In
Section 3 we use Bayesian methods to obtain the evidence for
each hypothesis and the corresponding Bayes ratios. Section 4
is devoted to the hierarchical modeling method that allows us
to infer a posterior distribution for the spin magnitude of the
underlying BH population. In Section 5 we give our conclusions.

2. Spin observables from BBH events

In this section we will describe the observables relevant to the
analysis of spins in LVC black hole binaries. The main observ-
ables that we will consider are the weighted-averaged effective
projected spin, χeff, and the projection along the total angular
omentum of the final spin af. We could have also chosen the
ffective precession spin parameter, χp, but this quantity is much

worse measured in the LVC events published so far and is mainly
determined by the prior.

2.1. The effective spin

A derived physical quantity that can be measured very well
by LIGO from the waveform templates is the mass-averaged (so
called effective) projected spin,

χeff =
m1 χ1 + m2 χ2

m1 + m2
=

χ1 + qχ2

1 + q
, (1)

where χi ≡ (S⃗i · L⃗)/(|L⃗|m2
i ) is the individual mass-weighted

projection of each black hole spin onto the orbital angular mo-
mentum L⃗ of the binary. Thus, χeff gives some information about
the spin orientations of the inspiralling black holes w.r.t. the
orbital angular momentum. Here q = m2/m1 is the binary mass
ratio, in the range q ∈ [0, 1].

A derived quantity that will be useful is the so-called ‘‘chirp
mass’’,

Mc =
(m1 m2)3/5

(m1 + m2)1/5
= m1

q3/5

(1 + q)1/5
, (2)

which gives the mass ratio

q =
3α (2/3)2/3 + (9α +

√
81α2 − 12α3)2/3

3 (2/3)1/3(9α +
√
81α2 − 12α3)1/3

, (3)

where α = (Mc/m1)5.

2.2. The final spin

The second best-measured spin-related quantity in LIGO/Virgo
binaries is the projection along the total angular momentum of
the spin of the final black hole after merging, af. We use the ap-
proximate expressions given in [31] for af in the particular case of
spinning but non-precessing black hole binaries. We first define
some quantities and then we assemble everything together.
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Fig. 1. The multidimensional LVC likelihoods projected on the planes (q, af) (top row), (q, χeff) (middle row) and (χeff, af) (bottom row) for the ten GWTC-1 events
of LIGO/Virgo (left and middle column) plus the four runO3 events (right column). The dotted lines correspond to the fixed points χeff = 0 and af = 0.686. The
curves on the (χeff, af) plane correspond to q = 1 (black), q = 0.75 (purple), q = 0.4 (dark blue) and q = 0.11 (light blue), respectively. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Z

First we need to define atot and aeff in terms of the projected
spins, ai ≡ (S⃗i · L⃗)/(|L⃗|mi),

atot =
a1 + q2 a2
(1 + q)2

, aeff = atot + ξ ν (a1 + a2) , (4)

ith ν(q) =
q

(1 + q)2
, ξ = 0.474046 .

We then have to define the energy, angular momentum and size
of the Innermost Stable Circular Orbit (ISCO),

EISCO(a) =

√
1 − 2/(3 rISCO(a)) , (5)

LISCO(a) =
2
√

(
1 + 2

√
3 rISCO(a) − 2

)
, (6)
3 3
3

rISCO(a) = 3 + Z2 − sign(a)
√
(3 − Z1)(3 + Z1 + 2Z2) ,

Z1(a) = 1 + (1 − a2)1/3
(
(1 + a)1/3 + (1 − a)1/3

)
, (7)

2(a) =

√
3a2 + Z2

1 . (8)

Then the final spin is given by (the coefficients kij can be found
in Table 1)

af = atot + ν

(
LISCO(aeff) − 2atot(EISCO(aeff) − 1)

)
+ ν2 (

k00 + k01 aeff + k02 a2eff + k03 a3eff + k04 a4eff
)

+ ν3 (
k10 + k11 aeff + k12 a2eff + k13 a3eff + k14 a4eff

)
+ ν4 (

k + k a + k a2 + k a3 + k a4
)

20 21 eff 22 eff 23 eff 24 eff
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able 1
The coefficients kij for i ∈ [0, 3] and j ∈ [0, 4].

−5.97723 3.39221 4.48865 −5.77101 −13.0459
35.1278 −72.9336 −86.0036 93.7371 200.975
−146.822 387.184 447.009 −467.383 −884.339
223.911 −648.502 −697.177 753.738 1166.89

+ ν5 (
k30 + k31 aeff + k32 a2eff + k33 a3eff + k34 a4eff

)
.

. Bayesian population analysis

The Bayes theorem relates the likelihood L(dj|θ ) of the data dj
or a given set of parameters θ , with the posterior probability of
the parameters given the data, P(θ |dj), via the prior knowledge
bout the parameters of the population model i, Πi(θ ),

i(θ |dj) =
L(dj|θ )Πi(θ )

E(dj)
,

Eij(d) =

∫
dθ L(dj|θ )Πi(θ ) , (9)

where Eij(d) is the Bayesian evidence for the data dj and the
population model i. Here we will consider different priors, Πi(θ ),
for the distribution of the parameters in each of the spin popula-
tion models characterized by the hypothesis Hi. We first compute
the multidimensional likelihood for each BBH event from the
LIGO/Virgo published samples, and then calculate the priors as-
sociated with each population hypothesis to derive the evidence
(9).

3.1. Likelihoods for LIGO/Virgo BBH events

We calculate the multidimensional likelihoods (i.e. including
correlations) from the posteriors and priors provided by the LIGO
public documentation page.3 We use the parameter estimation
samples for each event, which are given in terms of the fun-
damental parameters (m1,m2, s1, s2, cos θ1, cos θ2), and using the
expressions of χeff in (1) and af in (9) for each sample point, we
construct the full multidimensional posterior and prior distribu-
tions for the derived parameters θ = {q, χeff, af}, marginalizing
over the other parameters. Finally we generate the multidimen-
sional likelihoods LLVC(dj|θ ) dividing the posteriors PLVC(dj|θ ) by
their corresponding priors ΠLVC(θ ). We have plotted the LVC
likelihoods for the three parameters θ = {q, χeff, af} in Fig. 1.

When using these likelihoods to infer population properties
in our Bayesian analysis, we will not include possible selection
effects in the (χeff, af, q) variables, like the observational bias
towards positive χeff values described in [32], or possible effects
from the fact that the waveform bank only considers aligned
spins. We expect these effects to be small given the spin variables
used, but should eventually be considered in a future analysis.

3.2. Priors on the BBH population

Once we have chosen to use the subset of parameters θ =

{q, χeff, af} for the Bayesian inference, we need to specify the
different hypotheses on the spin distribution of the merging
BBH population. We have chosen 5 different hypotheses Hi on
the spin magnitude and orientation, which in turn depend on
‘‘hyperparameters’’ Λ = {σ , µ} that determine the width and
the mean of the distribution of the spin magnitude.

These five basic Hypotheses are:

3 https://dcc.ligo.org/cgi-bin/DocDB/DocumentDatabase.
4

• H0: isotropic spin orientation, cos θLSi ∈ [−1, 1], flat prior on
spin magnitude in the range Si ∈ [0, 1], flat prior on mass ratio,
q ∈ [0, 1]. This is the ‘‘null’’ hypothesis.

• H1: isotropic spin orientation, cos θLSi ∈ [−1, 1], Gaussian
prior on spin magnitude with µ = 0 and σ ∈ [0, 1], flat prior
on mass ratio, q ∈ [0, 1].

• H2: isotropic spin orientation, cos θLSi ∈ [−1, 1], Gaussian
prior on spin magnitude with σ = 0.2 and µ ∈ [0, 1], flat
prior on mass ratio, q ∈ [0, 1].

• H3: aligned spin orientation, cos θLSi sampled from Gaussian
centered at +1 and width 0.05, Gaussian prior on spin mag-
nitude for σ = 0.2 and µ ∈ [0, 1], flat prior on mass ratio,
q ∈ [0, 1].

• H4: anti-aligned spin orientation, cos θLSi sampled from Gaus-
sian centered at ±1 and width 0.05, Gaussian prior on spin
magnitude for σ = 0.2 and µ ∈ [0, 1], flat prior on mass
ratio, q ∈ [0, 1].

We generate the multidimensional prior probability distribu-
tions for each hypothesis Πi(θ ) from 105 random realizations
in (q, cos θi, µ, σ ), giving rise to the corresponding prior distri-
butions in the θ = {q, χeff, af} parameter space. To compute
these distributions we have used the semianalytic expression
of af given in Eq. (9) in terms of the fundamental parameters
(m1,m2, s1, s2, cos θ1, cos θ2).

Fig. 2 shows the projections on the planes (q, af), (q, χeff) and
(χeff, af) of the prior probability distributions Πi(q, χeff, af) for
the last three hypotheses Hi=2 (isotropic spins, left column), Hi=3
(aligned spins, central column) and Hi=4 (anti-aligned spins, right
column). In each of these plots, we have chosen for illustrative
purposes three different choices for the spin magnitude: Gaussian
distributions centered at µ = 0, 0.5, 1 (blue, green and red
respectively) with a common width σ = 0.2. The black curves
in the (q, af) and (q, χeff) planes corresponds to the limit case of
zero spin of the underlying black hole population, while the black
curve in the (χeff, af) plane corresponds to the limiting case of
q = 1.

These plots show that the different hypotheses on the un-
derlying spin configurations populate very different areas of the
(q, χeff, af) parameter space, and therefore, taken as priors and
integrated over the whole parameter space with the likelihood
of each event shown in Fig. 1, we expect very different Bayesian
evidence and therefore significantly informative Bayes ratios for
the different hypotheses.

Comparing the distributions on the different planes we see
that while the χeff distributions are flat with respect to q, a
well known degeneracy for random spins, the af distributions
have a strong dependence on q. Models with high and aligned
or anti-aligned spins simply cannot produce events with low af
and q values, as found for event GW190814. Only populations
with close to zero spin or high but isotropic spins can populate
the lower left corner of the (q, af) plane. If the forthcoming O3a
catalog includes more events of low q, we expect a much better
determination of the spin of the underlying black hole population.

These five hypotheses give rise to multidimensional priors in
the space of derived parameters θ = {q, χeff, af}, which can then
be used to integrate them, together with the LVC likelihoods, to
obtain the Bayesian evidence for each prior hypothesis Hi, which
depend on Λ = {σ , µ},

Eij(Λ) =

∫
d3θ L(hj|θ )Πi(θ |Λ) . (10)

Once we have obtained the LVC likelihoods from their pa-
rameter estimation samples, and computed the individual priors
for our hypothesis, we can perform the 3D integration with
Mathematica.

https://dcc.ligo.org/cgi-bin/DocDB/DocumentDatabase
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Fig. 2. The priors in the planes (q, af) (top), (q, χeff) (middle) and (χeff, af) (bottom) for the three hypothesis Hi=2,3,4: isotropic spin (left), aligned spin (middle) and
nti-aligned spin (right), for spins centered at µ = 0, 0.5 and 1 (blue, green and red resp). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
4. Bayes factors

In order to evaluate the global significance of a prior hypoth-
esis from the full BBH catalog, we compute the global Bayes
factor for the whole BH population. For this, we will multiply the
individual Bayes ratios, assuming that all events in the catalog are
independent,

ln Bi
12(Λ) =

N∑
j=1

ln
Eij
E0

(Λ) , (11)

for each hypothesis Hi(Λ = {σ , µ}).
In practice what we do is a reweighting of the priors, using

our population model hypothesis, Π (θ ), versus the published
i

5

LIGO/Virgo priors, ΠLVC(θ ), which depend on the assumptions of
the experiment on each event,

Eij(Λ) =

∫
d3θ LLVC(dj|θ )Πi(θ |Λ)

= ELVC

∫
d3θ PLVC(θ |dj)

Πi(θ |Λ)
ΠLVC(θ )

. (12)

Since ELVC is the same for all hypotheses, it factors out in the Bayes
ratio (11). We can then perform the integral (12) in the full 3D
parameter space θ = {q, χeff, af} maintaining all the correlations
in the multivariate priors and posteriors.

We show in Fig. 3 the Bayes ratios of the four different hy-
potheses H with respect to the null hypothesis H of flat
i=1,2,3,4 0
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Fig. 3. The log of the Bayes ratios in the variables (q, χeff, af) for the four hypothesis: H1 = isotropic spin centered at zero and width σ ∈ [0, 1] (top left) and H2,3,4
= isotropic spin (top right), aligned spin (bottom left) and anti-aligned spin (bottom right), for spin distributions centered at µ ∈ [0, 1], for σ = 0.2. We also study
the sensitivity of the Bayes ratios to the evidence in the 2D planes (q, χeff), (q, af) and (χeff, af), with increasing values of the Bayes ratios. We find strong evidence
|ln B12| ≥ 6 at small values of the spin, for all four Hypotheses Hi versus the (null) ‘‘All Flat’’ Hypothesis H0 , attaining the maximum value of |ln B12| ≥ 8 for H4 at
µ ≤ 0.01. The events contributing to these Bayes factors are the GWTC-1 (10-event catalog) plus the four published run-O3 events from LIGO/Virgo Collaboration.
distributions for mass ratios, spin magnitudes and random spin
orientations. According to Jeffrey’s scale [33], when ln B12 ≥ 5,
hypothesis 1 is significantly more likely that hypothesis 2, see
however [34].

It is clear from Fig. 3 that low spin magnitudes are signif-
icantly preferred for the BBH population of LIGO/Virgo events,
with Bayes ratios above ln B12 = 5 for σ , µ < 0.2, therefore
we find strong evidence for small values of the spin, for all four
Hypotheses Hi versus the ‘‘null’’ (All Flat) Hypothesis H0. In the
case of Hypothesis H1, with zero spin and allowing for variable
width, we find strong evidence (ln B12 = 6.2) for relatively
narrow spin distributions σ = 0.15. This low and narrow spin
hypothesis represents the isotropic spin distribution that one
would expect from an underlying population of primordial black
holes. On the other hand, when we vary the spin magnitude as a
Gaussian centered at µ for fixed width σ = 0.2, we find, in all
three orientation Hypothesis H2,3,4, that the maximum evidence
occurs again for µ = 0. Therefore we conclude that, whatever
the orientation, there is very strong evidence for low spins in
LIGO/Virgo BH.

Note that the aligned spin hypothesis H3 has Bayes factors
ln B12 < −5 for spins µ > 0.25, reaching large Bayes ratios
ln B12 < −100 for large spins µ > 0.8, therefore our analysis of
LVC catalog strongly disfavours a population of BBH with aligned
spins and magnitudes greater than 0.25. Note also that hypothesis
H1 and H4, for isotropic and anti-aligned spins, have a similar
behavior in their Bayes factors at low spins, µ < 0.5, reaching
values above ln B12 ≃ 6 for µ < 0.06 in the isotropic case, and
above ln B12 ≃ 8 for µ < 0.02 in the anti-aligned case, giving
slightly higher significance for anti-aligned versus isotropic spins
in the range µ < 0.5. However, for large spins, µ > 0.5, the
anti-aligned hypothesis is much more strongly disfavored than
the isotropic one.

We also compute the Bayes factors for the three pairs (q, χeff),
(q, a ) and (χ , a ) finding less evidence for low spins compared
f eff f

6

with the full analysis. The least significant is the Bayes ratio in
the plane (q, χeff), giving only mild preference for low spins. As
we include information coming from af, as in (χeff, af), (q, af) and
(q, χeff, af), the evidence for low spin rises, in some cases up to
ln B12 ∼ 6 or above, which is very strong evidence in favor of that
hypothesis.

Historically, the emphasis has been focused on the importance
of distinguishing between aligned and anti-aligned astrophysical
models of BBH formation. Now that the evidence for small spins is
so strong, the orientation of the spins becomes less relevant. It is
much more interesting to characterize the posterior distributions
of the whole population and to quantify the deviation from zero
spins according to the various hypotheses Hi, which take into
account orientation. This will be useful in order to characterize
the possible origin of LVC BBH events from primordial black hole
populations.

5. Bayesian hierarchical modeling

Given that the random isotropic spin hypothesis, H1, gives
a value of ln B12 ∼ 6, strongly favoring low spin magnitudes
a < 0.2 for the combined LVC BBH events, we would like to
explore in detail the black hole population distribution of spin
magnitudes.

In order to go forward in the information content with respect
to the Bayesian approach of the previous section, we will use
Bayesian hierarchical modeling, see e.g. [16], as a way to estimate
the posterior distribution for spin magnitudes of the LVC black
hole population. Here the spin magnitude a enters indirectly
through the dependence of other measured quantities, like the
effective spin χeff or the final spin af, on it. Then the posterior
PDF for a is computed as

Pi(a) = Π (a)
N∏

Eij(a) , (13)

j=1
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Fig. 4. The posterior PDFs P(a) for the spin magnitude in the case of isotropic (left), aligned (center) and anti-aligned (right) hypothesis. We have computed the
PDFs for three different spin widths, σ = 0.05 (blue), σ = 0.1 (red) and σ = 0.25 (green). The PDFs do not seem to depend much on the width σ of the distribution.
n all cases, the PDFs peak close to zero spin, specially for σ = 0.25. The vertical gray lines correspond to the 90% c.l. limit, which is almost the same for all PDFs.
For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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here Eij(a) are the Bayesian evidences (10) computed from the
VC likelihoods with the spin-dependent priors Πi(q, χeff, af|Λ),
ith Λ = {σ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, µ = a}, and Π (a) is as-
umed here to be flat in spin magnitude a, not to give any
rior preference for any spin magnitude. We have plotted in
ig. 4 the posterior distributions for the three spin Hypothesis
isotropic, aligned and anti-aligned). In all cases, the preferred
pin magnitude is below a < 0.12, within 50% c.l. For example, for
sotropic spins, currently favored by the data, we find a < 0.25 at
0% c.l. For aligned spins the PDF is even more strongly peaked
round zero spin, with a < 0.1 at 90% c.l. All this suggests
hat the inclusion of the four published run O3 events, with
ncreased sensitivity of the detectors, has revealed a property of
he population of LIGO/Virgo black holes that was not present in
revious studies [28].

. Conclusions

The routine detection of BBH inspirals by LVC has opened
he door to a detailed exploration of the nature of black holes
nd their populations. The online availability of the strain time-
treams and the parameter estimation samples for each event
llows for an independent analysis, opening the possibility to
ompute multivariate likelihoods for combinations of derived
arameters like the mass ratio, or the effective spin.
It is then a matter of personal choice which parameters to

se in order to infer properties of the populations of black holes
etected by LVC. In this paper we have concentrated on just three
arameters (q, χeff, af) that we believe capture the essence of the
pin nature of the population of LVC black holes.
We have put forward four different spin-magnitudes and spin-

rientation prior hypothesis, Hi=1,...,4 (i.e. isotropic, aligned and
nti-aligned), to compare with the (null) all-flat prior hypothesis,
0, and conducted a Bayesian analysis study to determine the
oodness of a given spin-distribution hypothesis for the whole
opulation of LIGO/Virgo black holes.
We find that all spin-orientation hypothesis have a larger

ayes factor for low spins. In some cases the log of the Bayes
actor reaches values well above five, thus signaling a strong
vidence in favor of low spins (below magnitude a = 0.2). More-
ver, the largest Bayes factors are obtained by spin distributions
eaked at zero spin (Bayes factors above 5 for widths µ < 0.2),
ith very small width.
We also note that aligned spins are strongly disfavored, spe-

ially for large spin magnitudes (with the log of the Bayes factors
7

s low as −100), as would be expected from astrophysical black
oles from isolated binaries. On the other hand, we find that
IGO/Virgo black hole population has a preference towards low
pins with isotropic orientations, consistent with what one would
xpect from primordial black holes in clusters [10].
We have then computed the posterior PDF for the spin mag-

itude in the case of the three alternative spin hypothesis, for
ifferent spin widths (σ = 0.05, 0.10, 0.25). In all cases the
pin distribution is peaked at very low values (a ≃ 0.1, 0.05, 0.1
or isotropic, aligned and anti-aligned cases, respectively), which
learly indicates a preference of the whole LIGO/Virgo BH popu-
ation for low spins, irrespective of orientation.

Therefore, we conclude that only using the BH spin as a
iscriminator between the astrophysical versus primordial nature
f LIGO/Virgo black holes, when considered as a homogeneous
opulation of black holes, our analysis seems to suggest very
trongly that they are consistent with being primordial.
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